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the start of 2017. Since then, the sector
has added 2,200 well-paid jobs, and
employment in the sector hit a 47-year
high in 2019. Manufacturing now
provides jobs for 19,100 workers.
Employment in construction was stable at
8,700 workers.
Hourly wages and length of the workweek
continued their favorable momentum in
the first quarter. Average hourly wages
increased to $22.59 from $22.39 (revised)
in the previous quarter. The length of the
workweek increased, rising to 33.2 hours
from 32.6 hours.

U.S. Economy Picks Up Speed
U.S. GDP increased at a rate of 3.1% in
the opening quarter of the year, ticking
up from 2.2% in the preceding quarter.
Consumer spending, business investment
and government spending contributed
equally to economic growth during the
quarter, while exports played a lesser, but
positive role. Household consumption
spending growth, while positive, slowed
to 1.3% (annualized). Non-residential
construction boosted investment spending
to 4.3% growth, while government
spending increased at a rate of 2.5%.
Residential construction fell for the fifth
consecutive quarter (-3.5%). Imports
declined during the quarter (-2.5%).
The Federal Reserve has backed off its
plans of continued monetary policy
tightening as job creation slowed and the
threat of constrained U.S. and global trade
generated potential cause for concern
regarding economic growth. Indeed,
markets are anticipating a rate reduction
in 2019 as Fed Chair Jerome Powell
indicated the Fed would act, if necessary,
to sustain the U.S. economic expansion.
Amid increasing trade tensions, the Fed
has further reduced its forecast for GDP
growth in 2019 down to 2.1%.

Projected growth for 2020 and 2021
currently stands just below 2%.

Forecasting Index Slows
The Savannah area business forecasting
increased but at a slower pace in the
opening quarter of 2019. The index
increased 0.7% (2.6%, annualized) after
strong growth in the previous quarter.
Leading indicators from both the housing
market and labor market were mixed.
In the regional housing market, seasonally
adjusted building permit issuance for
single family homes (a proxy for new
residential construction) fell substantially
in the quarter after soaring at the end of
2018. Building permits issued fell 15% to
481 from 570 units in the fourth quarter.
Although permit issuance declined, the
number issued is on a sustainable trend
of about 5% annual growth dating back
to mid-2016. Average valuation per single
family unit increased 25% to $270,300, but
this is associated with permit issuance for
high-end developments and is expected
to drop back to roughly $225,000 next
quarter.

In the labor market, the number of initial
claims for unemployment insurance
(UI) increased 11% to 504 from 454 in
the closing quarter of the year. Despite
the uptick, UI claims remain below the
expected level for the regional economy
and remain on par with numbers recorded
during the past twelve months. The
seasonally adjusted unemployment rate
ticked up to a modest 3.8% from 3.5% in
the previous quarter.
In summary, economic growth in the
Savannah metro area has moderated
somewhat during the opening quarter
of 2019. While most of the eight key
indicators of economic activity in the
Savannah metro region improved, the
gains were modest this quarter. Lessening
employment growth, particularly in
business and professional services
employment, along with the second
consecutive uptick in the unemployment
rate, warrant continued close monitoring
of the regional economy in the nearterm. Although continued economic
expansion is expected, a modest reduction
in the growth rate is likely on tap for the
remainder of 2019.

A Note From the Director
The Economic Monitor is available by email and at the Center’s website
(GeorgiaSouthern.edu/parker/big/big-programs/cbaer/). If you would like to receive
the Monitor by email, please send a ‘subscribe’ message to CBAER@georgiasouthern.edu.
Morgan Rushing provided research assistance.

About the Indicators
The Economic Monitor provides a continuously updated quarterly snapshot of the Savannah Metropolitan Statistical Area
economy, including Bryan, Chatham and Effingham counties in Georgia. The coincident index measures the current economic
heartbeat of the region. The leading index is designed to provide a short-term forecast of the region’s economic activity in the
upcoming six to nine months.
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